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Abstract
In this paper we interpret constraint satisfaction problem (CSP) with model checker Spin and bounded model checkers
from satisfiability modulo theories (SMT) solvers. Our previous experience shows that single example modelled in
different ways and interpreted with the same solver can have different space and time consumption. The goal is to find a
feasible translation from of CSP problem to model checker and SMT solver. For that purpose we build Promela models
for Spin model checker and Z3 models for SMT solver. Domain problem used in examples is graph colouring applied to
Sudoku puzzle. In the beginning we briefly introduce CSP, model checking, graph colouring and Sudoku puzzle. The
central part of this paper deals with various modelling efforts of Sudoku puzzle. After that results are analysed and
compared. The main benefits of this paper are twofold, as we use them for educational purposes within Formal Methods
in System Design course and as a solution to industrial scale problems like wavelength assignment in photonic networks
respectively. At the end we give a conclusion and propose future research directions.
Keywords: constraint satisfaction problem; SMT solver; model checking; Spin/Promela; sudoku

1. Introduction and problem statement
Many problems can be analysed and solved within constraint satisfaction problem paradigm [1]. Solving constraint
satisfaction problems is possible due to rich set of languages, solvers and constraint libraries.
Our goal is to realize “proof-of-concept” with constraint satisfaction model for sudoku puzzle using graph colouring.
There are effective implementations of algorithms for graph colouring in C or C++ language [2]. Addition of new
relational constraints requires complex modifications into the source code and such approach is not suitable for our
requirements. Model checker Spin [3] and satisfiability modulo theories solver Z3 [4] are used to realize solver for
sudoku puzzles. Both solvers can have graph colouring schema as a basis for the constraints definition.
Model checker Spin is designed for concurrent reactive systems verification and it is definitely not natural candidate
for constraint satisfaction problems or graph colouring problems. Although model checker Spin usage as constraint
satisfaction problem can be good student exercise and homework assignment, we find that there are additional
constraints that are hard to realize within predefined constraints from satisfiability modulo theories solvers.
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Constraints are implemented through Promela and Z3 language, Promela is the input language for model checker
Spin and Z3 is the input language for Z3 satisfiability modulo theories solvers, respectively. We expect that Sudoku
puzzle modelling should provide enough data for two real scale problems that have graph vertex colouring as theoretical
background. These problems are routing and wavelength assignment in photonic networks [5], and time table allocation
consistent with automated exam questions generation which is discussed in [6] and [7]. Adding new constraints
concerning students’ time tables could be beneficial when planning automated assessments through e-learning system
for large groups of students. System could take into account lesson classes and laboratory exercises the student has
taken before automatically selecting appropriate set of questions for on-line assessment or homework assignments.
Experience shows that the definition of constraints is the most critical moment during model and solution definition.
Constraints definitions are hard to automatize. If model is well-structured, built-in decision procedures can lead to quick
and stable solution. If we have additional requirements, interventions involving graph colouring may be necessary. An
example is defining a time table for lessons schedule that takes extra care that the students do not need to complete
laboratory exercises from a new topic before they covered it on the lesson classes. From our experience, this can be a
very challenging problem, especially when dealing with large groups of students. We give special emphasis to input
preparation in CSP, i.e. how to define the best possible model within the tool. Such efforts are of outmost importance
and if applied in suboptimal way can degrade tool’s performance. In this paper main contribution is twofold, we
introduce models for satisfiability modulo theories solver and model checker Spin, respectively. After that, we provide
examples suitable for students’ lessons. Proposed approaches will also be used for educational purposes during lectures
and homework assignments in graduate course Formal Methods in System Design.
This paper is organized as follows: in the 2nd section we give scope and motivation; in the 3rd section we briefly
cover theoretical background. In the 4th section we discuss the concept of modelling for solution. In the 5th section we
describe, report and discuss about our experimental results, and in the 6th section we conclude the paper.
2. Scope and motivation
Many problems from the real world can be solved using graph colouring. At the same time, there are a lot of
algorithms and their implementations that help designers come up with stable and feasible solutions.
Graph colouring provides the solution for many problem domains like scheduling and time table allocation,
frequency assignment in wireless networks, routing and frequency allocation in photonic networks, register allocations,
analysis of biological data and many others.
For that purpose real scale problem is modelled as a labelled graph. Graph colouring algorithms assign a colour to
each vertex. Colouring schema provides the solution for our problem.
Input to CSP is a graph where each vertex contains colour. Colours can be encoded as integer numbers. Sudoku
graph is a grid graph where cells are vertices with assigned numbers. Typical 9x9 sudoku puzzle has 9 colours denoted
with integers from 1 to 9. Each row and column, and each of the nine 3x3 sub-grids must have all 9 distinct colours.
Satisfiability modulo theories solvers like Z3 SMT solver have built-in “AllDifferent” constraint. Besides “AllDifferent”
constraints we can achieve same effect with a new constraint “Sum”: each row, grid or sub-grid must have Sum == 45.
The goal for real world problems is to find input graphs for assigning colours and optimal solution for various
problems, such as:
• Modelling for routing and wavelength assignment (RWA) problem [5] in photonic networks. Wavelengths are
colours. Real networks can have more than 80 colours. Colour assignment must follow additional requirements
and rules, for example colours must be aware of optical signal latency, availability and reliability of optical
links.
• Automated exam question generation (AEQG) with exam time table allocation. Here, the additional
requirement is: “Each student must take a quiz after the lecture takes place within that same week”. During the
15 weeks in semester each student takes 3-5 quizzes. For that purpose we use automated exam question
generation. Problem is twofold: optimal time table for 30-40 groups of 16 students, and avoiding situation
when student takes test with questions that were not yet taught in the lectures.
In this paper we are introducing additional not-built-in constraints on Sudoku puzzle example. Such requirements
are expressed through additional constraints using available logical and relational constructs. There is no fixed list of
such constraints and no possibility to find fully suitable CSP language and suitable CSP solver. There is still open
question, whether to analyse available CSP solvers with above problems. Even with this approach it is still difficult to
define additional constraints when constraints are dynamically changed. For that purpose we suggest to connect CSP
solvers with planning and scheduling tools [8].
3. Theoretical background
In this section we briefly introduce most important definitions and facts from background theories.
Definition 1 – Labelled graph is a triple G(V, E, LV), where V is the set of vertices, E is the set of edges and LV is the
set of vertex labels or colours.
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Definition 2 – Colouring of a labelled graph G(V, E, LV) assigns colours to vertices of G such that each two adjacent
vertices are assigned different colour c ∈ LV.
We must note that in the case of sudoku puzzles we will use integers instead of colours. In that case the set of vertex
labels will be: LV = {1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9}.
Definition 3 – Constraint satisfaction problem is a quadruple CSP = (X, D, C, R), where X is the set of variables, D is
the set of variable domains, C is the set of constraints and R is the set of relational constraints.
Definition 4 – Graph colouring with constraints (for 9x9 sudoku puzzle example) is defined as a CSP = (X, D, C, R)
with: X = {x1, ... , xn}, where n = 9  9 = 81; D = {1, ... i ..., k}, where k = 9; C: xi ≠ xj, ∀(i, j) ∈ E where (i, j) is an edge
𝑘
and AllDiferent(xi | i ∈ C) ∀c ∈ C; and 𝑅 = ∑𝑘𝑖=1 (1 + 𝑘).
2

Definition 5 – Sudoku square of order n4, with n2  n2 gird with values 1 to n2, such that each entry in each row, each
column and in each of the n2 major n  n blocks are different [9].
We must note that the Definitions 4 and 5 are identical for the graph grid with n  n vertices.
4. Modelling for solution
In the last sections we introduced concepts that are phases of modelling and solving CSPs:
• pre-processing (reduction): eliminate non-feasible values (reducing reachability tree - problems’ search space)
o Z3 SMT solver uses built-in construct for constraints with underlying logic.
o Model checker Spin operates on Kripke structure with constraints expressed in propositional logic or
in temporal linear (LTL) logic.
• search:
o SMT solvers have built-in highly optimized algorithms for search.
o Model checker Spin has built-in searching algorithm, and uses various optimisations such as bitstatehashing or parallel execution to additionally reduce search space.
• assigning values:
o Z3 SMT solver in the last step gives solution if and only if a solution is found. Other possibilities are
infinite loop for ill-structured constraints or messages that there is no solution for the given set of
constrains.
o Model checker Spin produces solution as a counterexample.
Designing process models can be simplified if the solution for the problem can be reduced to a problem with known
complexity and tool support. In this section we will describe search for a solution that consists of subsequent steps of
problem reductions. As a working example Sudoku puzzle is used [10]. In first step Sudoku puzzle can be solved with
reduction to:
• constraint satisfaction programming [11],
• graph colouring problem (gcol),
• model checking [12],
• SAT (Boolean SATisfiability problem) [13],
• SMT (Satisfiability Modulo Theory problem) [14].
The main goal of the first step is to find feasible approach for reduction that will produce solution within required
space/time limits. Our solution is to define constrains as graph colouring problem and implement them in Z3 SMT
solver and model checker Spin. In the next section we introduce some examples to illustrate these introduced concepts.
5. Experiments and results
In our experiments we focused on modelling and solving graph colouring CSP problems. As a domain of graph
colouring problems, we chose sudoku puzzles of various dimensions. These types of logical puzzles are popular and
well-known, and we believe they can serve as a useful learning tool when introducing students to the concepts of model
checking and automated solving methods on the course Formal methods in system design.
5.1. Brief introduction to sudoku puzzles
Sudoku (translated from Japanese: single digit) is a logic puzzle defined as a 9x9 grid with 81 places (comprised of
9 smaller 3x3 grids, each with 9 places) that is partially filled with digits between 1 and 9 (initial clues). The goal of the
puzzle is to completely fill the rest of the grid using digits from 1 to 9, while ensuring there are no multiple same digits
in each row, column and small grid. The problem can be trivial, e.g. if there are many initial clues, but generally it can
be quite challenging. The initial clues should be carefully selected, so that the sudoku puzzle has only one solution.
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Nevertheless, there can be sudoku puzzles which have multiple correct solutions – especially when the number of
initial clues is too small. We experimented with the automated solving of regular 9x9 sudoku puzzles (Fig. 1a), but also
sudoku type puzzles of smaller dimensions: 6x6 (Fig. 1b) and 4x4 (Fig. 1c), which use digits 1 to 6 and 1 to 4,
respectively. Also, we initially started with a simple 3x3 grid (Fig. 1d), which uses digits 1 to 3. But, we must note that
this is a small Latin square and not a sudoku puzzle because it cannot be divided into three smaller grids of equal size.
It is straightforward to find that the number of all combinations of the digits 1 to 9 in a 9x9 grid (81 places) is 9 81 ≈
1.97⋅1077. Of course, we can assume that the great majority of those grids are not proper complete sudoku grids because
they violate the row, column and small grid constraints. However, the authors in [15] found that the number of
completed sudoku 9x9 grids is still very high: 6.67⋅1021.
When we consider sudoku puzzles as a form of graph colouring problem, we must find a 9-colouring of a graph
which is initially only partially coloured. There are 81 vertices in the graph (one vertex for each place in a sudoku grid),
and each two vertices are connected by an edge if their places are in the same row, column or small grid. For practical
reasons colours are encoded with the digits from 1 to 9.

Fig. 1. Examples of sudoku puzzles
We used two different approaches in experimenting with modelling and solving CSP problems. Firstly, we
considered CSP problem to be an SMT problem, and we used the Z3 SMT solver to find problem solution. In the
second approach we used model checking techniques, namely model checker Spin and its modelling language Promela.
We performed both sets of experiments on a standard average desktop computer (3 GHz Intel Core i3 CPU 540 and 4
GB of RAM) running Linux Debian operating system.
5.2. SMT solver experiments
One way for solving a CSP problem such as graph colouring is to model it as an SMT problem. Satisfiability
modulo theories (SMT) problem is a generalization of the Boolean satisfiability problem (SAT). SAT solvers try to find
an interpretation of a Boolean propositional logic formula that is satisfiable (sat), i.e. they search for a set of Boolean
(binary) variable values that will evaluate the Boolean formula as true. Otherwise, if the SAT solver cannot find an
appropriate set of Boolean variables values the Boolean formula is unsatisfiable (unsat). SMT problems use predicates
instead of binary variables, and therefore they are more expressive than SAT problems. SMT solvers try to find a model
in which all interpretations of a first-order logic formula are true.
In our experiments we used the Z3 SMT Theorem Prover developed by Microsoft Research [16]. More specifically,
we used z3 and z3-solver libraries developed for the Python programming language. In practice, SMT solvers analyse
input data, set of given rules and constraints and try to decide if the defined problem is satisfiable. If the problem is
satisfiable the solver responds with sat and returns a model of a possible solution, and if the problem is not satisfiable
the solver responds with unsat (Fig. 2).

Fig. 2. Overview of the Z3 SMT solver system
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To solve regular sudoku puzzles (9x9 grid) using Z3 SMT solver, we need to define the format of the sudoku puzzle
and its initial known data, as well as all the constraints. At the beginning of the python script we must import modules
from the z3 library. Then, we specify sudoku's 9x9 grid as a two-dimensional list with 81 integer elements, and we
instantiate the solver with s = Solver(). Afterwards, the starting grid information must be given to the solver. Those
elements are invariants – they should not be changed during the problem-solving phase and they must appear in their
positions also in the model of the possible solution. Next, using function s.add() we add constraints to the defined
problem. First, we give the solver an important constraint that each element of the list must be in the integer interval
from 1 to 9. If we omit this constraint the solver will unnecessarily use the entire integer range while searching for a
solution. Now, we can also add key sudoku constraints which state that the elements of each row, column and a small
grid must be distinct using s.add(Distinct(list_of_elements)) command. With that, we have fully defined the given
sudoku problem and we can instruct solver to find possible solutions by calling the method s.check(). If the solution has
been found the solver returns string sat, and unsat otherwise. And most importantly, if the problem is satisfiable we
want to know the solution of the sudoku problem. Therefore, we obtain the solution model with the command model =
s.model(), and after some formatting we print out the found solution of the problem. As we have stated earlier,
sometimes this solution will not be unique – there can also be some other correct solutions for the given sudoku puzzle.
5.3. Results of SMT solver experiments
Based on the numerous runs of the Python script executions using different examples of various sudoku puzzles
found online and in print magazines we found that the Z3 SMT solver is efficient, fast and reliable. Though, it must be
noted that the first installation of the Z3 SMT solver's Python library can take a considerable time to complete. After
executing shell command pip install z-3 solver Z3 the download and installation process begins, which includes
compiling of many required programs and modules. From our experience this process can take more than 30 minutes to
finish.
As expected, easier sudoku puzzle problems are solved very quickly (Fig. 3a). Using standard Linux shell tool time
we found that the majority of the scripts in this case finished just under 0.2 s. When using moderate sudoku puzzles the
execution time increased to around 0.2 s (Fig. 3b). For some harder sudoku problems we have observed somewhat
longer script execution time, but still it was very fast – around 0.25 s (Fig. 3c). As expected, if the sudoku puzzle is not
properly given (error in the puzzle itself or a mistype during the input of the puzzle) the Z3 SMT solver will find that
there is no solution (unsat). In that case the script execution will also be very fast – around 0.15 s (Fig. 3d – there is an
error in the initial grid, there are two digits 7 in the upper left small grid). We also tested our script repeatedly with
sudoku puzzles that have multiple correct solutions (Fig. 3e). It was interesting to observe that the solver in those cases
always returned only one same solution to a particular problem.

Fig. 3. SMT solver results for different sudoku problems
5.4. Spin model checker experiments
For this approach we used model checking methods and techniques to model and solve CSP problems. Model
checking is a formal method for automatic verifying if a model of a system satisfies given properties. This technique
helps to ensure that the hardware or software systems avoid critical errors, such as deadlocks and systems crashes. One
of the important model checking tools is the Spin model checker. It is predominately used for formal verification of
complex concurrent software systems, such as concurrent reactive software.
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Spin has its own modelling language called Promela (Process meta language) for creating Spin models that can be
then automatically analysed and verified. When creating Spin models, we define process models (proctype code blocks)
that describe the behaviour of the system. Process models can use global and local variables and data structures and
they can use message channels for communication. To check system properties, we can use assertions (assert
command) or linear temporal logic (LTL) formulas.
Spin can be used in two different ways – in the simulation mode and in the verification mode. Simulation mode
performs a non-deterministic run of the Spin model. Furthermore, we can use guided interactive simulation where the
user can choose execution path at every decision point during the simulation run. Verification mode performs a full
exhaustive search of all the execution paths of the Spin model. A few extra steps are needed before performing
verification. First, Spin tool automatically translates defined Spin model in Promela to the process analyser program in
C (pan.c). Then we must use a standard C compiler (gcc) to compile pan.c. Finally, we start the verification by running
the compiled pan program. This will use more system resources, but it is necessary when trying to prove if the system
satisfies a certain property. When the checked property is violated (e.g. a variable is out of allowed bounds) verification
fails and its execution trail is automatically generated. Finally, we can use the Spin tool to replay this execution trail that
leads us to the error in the Spin model.
In experimenting with solving sudoku puzzles of various complexity and grid dimensions we used both the
simulation mode and the verification mode of the Spin tool. We developed two basic solving strategies, for simulation
runs we used Spin models with loops (Fig. 4), and for verification process we used Spin models without loops (Fig. 5).

Fig. 4. Process of solving sudoku puzzles using Spin model checker (Spin model with loops)

Fig. 5. Process of solving sudoku puzzles using Spin model checker (Spin model without loops)
In the both approaches, we must first define the starting sudoku grid as a list of integers (initially unknown grid
places are set to 0). Then we define a conjunctive logical formula that connects all the constraints: allowed interval of
sudoku grid elements, and distinct values in each row, column or small grid. Afterwards the strategies diverge slightly.
Spin model for simulation mode randomly fills in each loop iteration one missing grid element until the whole sudoku
grid is full. Spin model for verification randomly fills all the missing elements of the sudoku grid as listed in their
ascending order. Then the constraints’ formula is checked. In the simulation mode if the formula is not satisfied the
sudoku grid is reset (backtracking) and it will be filled randomly again. But, if the constraints’ formula is satisfied then
the solution is found, the resulting sudoku grid is printed out and the execution stops. On the contrary, in the verification
mode if the formula is not satisfied the execution just stops, and if the formula is satisfied the sudoku puzzle solution is
printed out and an intentionally placed false assertion is executed. In the verification process all possible execution
paths are explored, and when the assertion fails an error is reported by the verification process and its entire execution
run trail is generated. This is standard procedure with “counterexamples” which is built into every model checker.
Counterexamples are generated when assertions or LTL formulae fail.
At first, we used these two basic strategies to develop simple Spin models for solving 3x3 grids and 4x4 sudoku
puzzles. However, when we tried to use them for solving larger, 6x6 and 9x9 sudoku grids we encountered problems. In
those cases the search space grew exponentially and it was impossible to find a solution even for moderate 9x9 sudoku
puzzles in an acceptable amount of time. Therefore, we needed to improve our basic strategies, and we did that by
imposing additional rules and constraints in the sudoku grid filling phase of the Spin models. First, we added a new
constraint for random selection of values for sudoku grid elements.
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Now, all the values that are already in some empty element’s row, column or small grid are skipped. This helped to
solve most 6x6 and easier 9x9 sudoku puzzles much quicker, but it still was not enough for moderate or hard 9x9
sudoku puzzles. The second optimisation step was intended for simulation model only. We added a new rule for
selecting the order by which the empty grid elements are filled. Before each iteration of the main loop, system first
calculates which rows, columns or small grids have fewest empty places. Then, the each iteration of the loop will only
select randomly one of those empty elements. This strategy was not as helpful as we hoped, especially for harder
sudoku problems which have small number (20 or less) initially known grid elements.
Finally, we decided to remove the second optimisation and to approach the problem differently. We added a 9
element array storing all the possible candidate digits for each grid element. System checks what values can be assigned
to each element before it enters the main loop. Then, before each iteration of the main loop the system finds a subset of
empty elements which have the fewest available values left, and randomly selects one of them. After the element is
filled the system updates possible candidates for all remaining empty places in that element’s row, column and small
grid. The similar strategy improvement was successfully used for verification model, but there we just skip the search
for the empty elements with the minimal number of available values. Using these improvements we managed to reduce
the search space drastically, which means that our simulation model and the verification model solve even hard 9x9
sudoku puzzles in very short time almost as quick as the SMT solver. We made one additional important optimisation –
grid elements were changed from an integer list to a byte list. This made sense because the allowed values are only in
the range 1 to 9. This was especially useful for the verification model, because it reduced memory consumption, the
state-vector size (contains all the variables used in the model), and the overall duration of the verification run by a factor
of ~4. With such approach, we have hybrid solution that mimics imperative algorithms and connects procedural and
declarative programming in a feasible way.
5.5. Results of Spin model checker experiments
Spin model checker has proved to be very efficient with small sudoku problems: 3x3 grids, 4x4 sudoku and 6x6
sudoku were all solved in simulation mode very quickly, almost instantly (in ~0.1 s or less) as it is shown in Fig. 6a, 6b
and 6c respectively. Using described model optimisations we also achieved simulation execution times for the same
harder 9x9 sudoku problems of around 0.3 s, comparable to 0.2-0.25 s for SMT solver experiments (Fig. 6d and 6e). If
the sudoku does not have a unique solution the Spin model checker is able to find different correct solution every time
run the simulation is performed (e.g. two possible solutions shown on Fig. 6f – compare with Fig. 3e).

Fig. 6. Spin model checker simulation results for various sudoku puzzles
Verification process performs an exhaustive search of all execution paths, and it usually takes more time than a
simulation run. We must note, that using special flag -e during the verification process we can find almost all the
solutions (shell command ./pan -e) for a given sudoku problem. Therefore, we made a Perl script which automatically
post-processes and stores the results of the verification. It checks all the generated execution run trails and extracts and
counts all the different solutions from those trails. For an example in Fig. 7a the whole verification process took 9 s, but
most of that time is used for compiling verification program (~7 s) and for post-processing (~1 s). We see in the Fig. 7b
that the verification process found that the sudoku problem (also shown in Fig. 3e) has exactly 28 different possible
correct solutions. This verification run took ~16 s, because it took longer to execute all generated error trails and to
post-process all the results.
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For a harder sudoku problem shown on Fig. 7c the verification process took ~26 s, but this time the majority of the
time was indeed spent during the actual verification run (~18 s), and the rest was used for verification program
compilation (~7 s) and results post-processing (~2 s). Described verification process can verify if the sudoku puzzle has
only one unique solution, as shown in Fig. 7a and 7c.

Fig. 7. Spin model checker verification results for different sudoku puzzles
5.6. Discussion
As it can be seen from the results, in the end both the SMT solver and Spin model checker solved various sudoku
puzzles in a quick and an efficient way. Nevertheless, execution run-time of the SMT solver examples was shorter
compared to the Spin simulation runs (around 0.1 s slower), and especially shorter when compared to Spin verification
runs. However, an exhaustive verification process using Spin model checker can give us valuable information about the
sudoku problem, namely if it has one unique solution or multiple correct solutions. Earlier, we have seen that the SMT
model checker will only return one possible solution of a sudoku puzzle.
Concerning usability, we can clearly see that the SMT solver is more user-friendly, and that is already has various
useful methods and functions. To achieve similar results using Spin model checker, we needed to write quite complex
Spin models in Promela, which has a limited expressive power compared to C and Python. For computer engineering
education in the field of formal methods these examples can be useful learning tools, which help students to understand
the problems of combinatorial explosion and to find the procedures for reducing problem’s search space. Also, the
students could see what would happen if we tried to verify Spin simulation model – because of the loops the search
space rises dramatically and the verification process would run out of memory fast without finding a satisfiable
solution. Similarly, if the students would run the simulation of the verification model it would stop immediately – either
the solution was randomly found (highly unlikely), or, more likely, the solution was not found.
6. Conclusion and future work
In our paper we presented an approach for modelling constraint satisfaction problem using Spin model checker and
compared its results with the established SMT solver Z3. We tested proposed methods on a graph colouring problem in
a form of sudoku puzzles of various sizes and difficulties. When using Spin model checker in the simulation mode we
obtained results comparable with Z3 SMT solver performance on the same set of sudoku puzzles. The verification mode
of the Spin model checker is more resource demanding and slower than the Z3 SMT solver. However, using Spin
verification mode we could prove that a sudoku puzzle has one unique solution or multiple correct solutions. If a
sudoku puzzle does not have a unique solution Spin model checker also provides an option for generating almost all
correct solutions, whereas SMT solver by default only returns one possible correct solution.
We plan to use these findings as valuable learning tools in teaching Formal Methods in System Design course, and
also explore possibilities of using this modelling technique for solving problems in photonic networks and creating time
tables for students.
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